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Discover the next generation of world leading AI powered solutions for the transport industry to cut 
cost, enhance safety and boost productivity. Run a smarter, safer and more efficient fleet with the 
industry’s leading connected fleet management platform.

Fleet management for transport & 
logistics companies

Introduction

Transform your fleet operations with the power of live vehicle and driver status updates. Dispatch 
more effectively, boost customer service and realise greater fleet productivity with real-time 
vehicle tracking and remaining tachograph driving hours updates. 
 
Over the years, AddSecure has deployed solutions for fleet and transport management to thousands 
of companies in Europe and in Northern America & Canada.

Throughout this brochure, we have highlighted the key areas that we know are of extra importance 
for efficient transport and logistics operations…

Plan, track and optimise your logistics operations with 
AddSecure’s connected fleet management technologies.   
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Boost your bottom line
& go greener! 

Section One

When fuel is the bread and butter of your business, 
ensuring you get the most out of every single drop is key 
to your bottom line. 

Ensure the long-term success of your eco-driving and fuel savings 
program with our market-leading Driving Performance solution. 
Detect dangerous driving habits with detailed accelerometer and speeding reports and use event 

footage from our RoadView solution to provide post incident feedback showing exactly where 

improvements need to be made. Implement an effective driver safety program with personalised 

driver feedback and retraining. Identify the drivers with best improvement potential through a driver 

league table in the dashboard and motivate your drivers through live driver coaching and feedback.

Live feedback
Providing real-time in-cab feedback to your drivers 

via our Driver Dashboard app enables them to 

recognise bad driving styles and adjust their 

driving accordingly for easy on-the-job training.

Functionality breakdown

Driver league dashboard
Motivate your drivers to make improvements at 

any level with our league table report. Drivers are 

ranked by their driving efficiency across the key 

parameters.

Driver coaching 
Help your drivers to stay safe on the road with the 

RoadView Driver Coaching module, allowing you 

to review, comment and debrief your drivers on 

their incident footage.

Fuel management
Get in full control of the fuel 

consumption throughout the fleet.

Driver performance
Identify unsafe and inefficient

driving behaviour.

Video dashboard 
Use HD-videos paired with G-force

data to detect dangerous behaviour.

Section one

At the same time, you need to minimize your CO2-footprint to grow your business in a 

sustainable way. Transport companies and more specifically long-haul transporters, need to 

effectively identify unnecessary fuel usage and bad driving habits, such as excessive idling, 

high usage of the breaks and poor throttle usage.

Emission reporting 
Follow up the emissions of your fleet 

& provide reports to your customers.
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Section One Functionality breakdown

Remote tacho download
Automate the process to download 

the tachograph files remotely.

Drive and resting times
Manage the drive and resting times 

of your drivers to avoid violations.

Analysis of tacho files
File forwarding to your chosen tacho 

analysis provider. 

Streamline compliance

Drivers of heavy commercial vehicles must adhere to the Drivers’ 
Hours Regulation and in addition, transport authorities will 
regularly audit transport companies to review their legal files.

Section two

Current legislation requires that transport operators store at least 12 months of tachograph 

data and check for compliance against the Drivers’ Hours Regulation. This data must be stored 

in a secure and trusted environment to demonstrate legal compliance.

Take the hassle out of remaining compliant with our solutions for Drive-and resting Times 

(DRT) & Remote Tacho Download. Historical events, and real time activities, are pedagogically 

displayed on the in-vehicle screen to coach and remind the driver to optimise working time 

and avoid violations.

In the office, managers can view the status of the drivers for optimal operational 
planning. Eliminate infringements & maximize fleet productivity with access to real-time 
tachograph data.

Temperature compliance
Ensure your products are kept at the desired 

temperature using Transcan.

Driver score / reporting
Monitor and display driver specific data based 

on CANBUS parameters such as harsh braking, 

idling, acceleration. All drivers are scored for 

ease of monitoring.

Drive & resting times
Be certain that you are compliant with live and 

accurate reliable tachograph data.
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Attract & protect the best drivers 

Section One

Recent driver shortages have become a
key challenge for transport companies.

Functionality breakdown

Eco driving
Implement a stress-free working 

environment for your drivers.

Video cameras (RoadView)
Reduce accidents, minimize claims, 

and protect your drivers.

Section three

Videos
Access footage that is stored on the camera and 

watch it on the RoadView platform. Filter by date 

range, vehicle, driver or group for ease of use. 

Hover over the footage to view a preview or click 

the play button to view in full screen mode. 

Video review
Watch and review your vehicle’s camera footage 

within minutes of an event occurring. Identify 

exactly what happened and why with 1080p 

video footage, GPS location, time, date and speed 

information, and in-built accelerometer data.

Attracting and retaining the best drivers can have a significant impact on the quality and 

profitability of your transport business. Transport companies must be seen as an attractive 

proposition for potential employees. With increased traffic on the roads, higher safety 

requirements and a growing number of false claims, drivers are becoming increasingly 

exposed. To attract the best drivers, transport companies need to protect them against false 

claims and accusations and offer a safe working environment.

Ensure every angle is covered with our market-leading vehicle 
camera solutions.
Our integrated video telematics solution combines the power of vehicle telematics and camera 

technology to provide accurate video evidence and detailed driver behaviour data before, during 

and after every incident. To further increase the safety, consider implementing a geofencing to be 

alerted if the truck deviates from pre-determined routes. Consider ways to attract the best drivers 

such as offering relevant training and coaching, provision of certification apps, diplomas, and 

welfare packages. Together with incentive programs based on driving behaviour, these illustrate 

good examples of showing you care. Benefits & incentives for drivers also benefit the company by 

reducing training times & getting drivers onto the road quicker. 

Driver performance
Coach and motivate your drivers to 

improve driver behaviour. 

Vehicle tracking 
Know where your vehicles are and if 

they deviate from predefined routes.  
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Manage the journey to get the most 
from your mobile resources  

Section One

To stay competitive, drivers and mobile resources must 
be optimised throughout the order-to-cash process. 

Functionality breakdown

ePOD
Enhance your Service Levels with 

Paperless Delivery Management. 

TMS
Get control and streamline every 

stage of the transport process.

Workflow services
Communicate and engage your

drivers through a user-friendly app.

Section four

Transport management
Take control and streamline every stage of the 

transport process and simultaneously optimising 

fleet utilisation. This is the beating heart of your 

everyday work where you create or import orders, 

plan the routes, dispatch the missions, analyse the 

performance, and provide settlement.

Job dispatch to the drivers
Send all the transport details and routes directly 

to your driver’s on-board terminal. In case of a 

route or waypoint change, it will be immediately 

displayed to your driver. On the road, drivers can 

remotely report all the important events, provide 

electronic proof of delivery (ePOD) and more.

This means well planned routes and optimised working days for the drivers. Office based 

teams must maintain control of driver activities and drivers need to be updated in real-time 

about changes and new assignments. Drivers need to be supported from the beginning of their 

journey to the end.

Qualified activities
Get full control of all non-driving 

activities.

Go paperless and get full control of the order-to-cash process 
for your fleet and ensure your drivers always have continuous 
access to updated information.
Collect critical business info from the field (volumes, hours, etc.) View the status of the missions 

in real time and offer proof of delivery and eCMR to your customers. Our solution for Transport 

Management brings the entire order management process to a modern cloud-based platform. 

Designed in close collaboration with transport experts, it precisely addresses everyday challenges 

of carriers and fleet managers. The solution provides control and streamlines every stage of 

the transport process, simultaneously optimizing fleet utilization. The solution includes Orders 

Management, Route planning & optimization, Dispatching, Communication & Performance 

Management, Analytics & Settlement (invoicing).  
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Keep control of your assets

Section One

There are many reasons why transport companies need to 
monitor their mobile assets and keep vehicles in good shape.

Get complete visibility of your entire
fleet through our vehicle and asset tracking solution.
Monitor your trailers, vehicles, and other assets in a map in real-time or historical routes. Make sure 

your vehicles are in good shape through preventive maintenance and regular vehicle checks. Our 

solution helps you to plan the maintenance tasks well in advance to make sure to avoid unplanned 

stops. Further it controls the status of every maintenance task and key information about the fleet’s 

productivity is automatically gathered and reported. The Vehicle-Specific Checks are time-stamped, 

with drivers’ signature and image capture for defect reporting. View your reports instantly through 

the reporting platform. Get smart insights about your trailers to optimize operations and save costs. 

Simplify the handling of trailers through automatic trailer coupling.

Real-time fleet tracking
With our state-of-the-art vehicle tracking system 

you can monitor all your mobile assets in real-

time, directly from our web portal, on any device, 

from anywhere. 

Functionality breakdown

Preventive maintenance
Plan the maintenance tasks well in advance to 

make sure to avoid unplanned stops. Control 

the status of every maintenance task and gather 

key information about the fleet’s productivity 

automatically.

Vehicle maintenance
Ensure your fleet is fully operational 

and avoid unplanned stops.

Asset tracking
Get full control of where your mobile 

assets are and have been. 

Tire-pressure control
Keep your tires in optimal shape for 

long life & reduced fuel consumption.

Section five

It is costly to take care of unpredicted maintenance, breakdowns, and unplanned stops. 

Breakdowns impact delivery times and can have a negative influence on customer satisfaction. 

Poorly maintained vehicles also lead to high fuel consumption and an increase in the general 

costs of ownership. Tyre pressure is another key area to keep under control. Incorrect tyre 

pressures lead to a reduced lifetime and 1-3 % higher fuel consumption.

Check control alerts
Use checklists to guide the drivers to review key 
parts of the vehicle before start.

52.220029237, -0.94977776890
Vehicle #AA123

52.220029262, -0.94977776895
Vehicle #AA124

Trailer management
Simplify the handling and secure a

high utilization of your trailers.
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Pay the right salary & 
automate the process

Section One

In most transport companies, drivers are the biggest expense, 
and it often amounts to 30-45% of the total transport cost.

Ensure a correct and effective process for working time 
reporting and salary administration. 
Make it easy for your drivers to report theirs working hours inside and outside the vehicle and other 

salary-based activities and benefits. Give the office staff an effective tool for being able to review, 

adjust & manage the drivers’ salaries in one and the same system. Our salary administration module 

makes it possible to export the drivers’ salaries in accordance with the collective labour agreement.

Real time tracking
With our state-of-the-art vehicle tracking system 

you can monitor all your mobile assets in real-

time, directly from our web portal, on any device, 

from anywhere. 

Functionality breakdown

Reporting of working hours
Get the working times from the tachograph and 

let the drivers easily add and adjust working times 

according to your policy. Provide an overview of 

the times for increased control and peace of mind.

Section six

Drivers should be consistently paid and with the correct salary. Salary administration problems 

can have a significant impact on profitability. 

Review reported times
Gain total visibility of your driver’s hours. 

Registered working hours are sent to the office 

system where the transport manager can

review them.

Salary administration
Ensure an efficient and correct process for Salary administration in line with CTA.

Working times reporting
Gather the working times digitally from the drivers and the tachograph. 
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Data-driven decisions based
on KPIs & Key Data 

Section One

No modern transport company should base decisions
on speculation. 

Functionality breakdownSection seven

Today, when competition is fierce and margins are thin, each business owner must fully 

understand the cost drivers and make informed decisions based on these. Data and metrics can 

help to guide strategic business decisions that align with your goals, objectives & initiatives. 

Through our different reporting modules and dashboards, you get 
immediate access to your KPIs.
Through this connected intelligence you can concentrate to follow up your productivity through 

orders/km produced, the cost drivers to easily calculate the profitability. Our tools will help you to 

always take data driven decisions to support calculations for ROI and your business cases. We use 

gamification of the reporting to ensure full driver engagement. 

Reporting module
Access key data from all the services you use.

Dashboards
Use the dashboards to quickly identify data that stick out.

User-friendly reporting suite 
with customisable & scheduled 
reporting. 
Easily create, save and subscribe on reports that 

are relevant for you and your organisation. Make 

the reports available to the right people in the 

organisation. 

Dashboards with overview
of transport- and fleet data 
with KPIs 
Use the KPIs and other fleet data in the 

dashboards to manage your daily operations 

and identify areas for improvement. 
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Business integration with open 
interfaces to 3rd party systems

Section One

Most transport companies use multiple systems to manage their 
operations and the business efficiently. 

Use our web-based user portals to enrich your back-office systems
with useful data from the road about your vehicles, jobs and workforce, 
including arrival times, working hours, mileage and more.

Our software and hardware partners offer off-the-shelf integration through our well documented 

APIs. Through our solutions you can work smarter across your entire organization, not just the fleet. 

Functionality breakdownSection eight

Many systems are still operated independently, and data is not shared across the different apps. 

Without standardized, integrated data sharing, business’s cannot reach their full potential.

Documented APIs for integration to vendors
Most of our service modules are designed for exchange of data. This means that you 

can access data through a documented API for use in other applications.

In a similar way, we often integrate with partners to make their data available in our 

portals. 

Unleash the power of fleet data to drive greater collaboration
between teams and departments. 

With our open platform approach you can customize processes to suit your business or simply tap 

into the existing integrations we offer via our partner network.downloads of your vehicle and driver 

card tachograph files from anywhere in the world and save up to 2-man days per vehicle per year in 

manual downloads. Tacho infringement reporting is part of the integrated solution. 
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You’re in good company! 
AddSecure serves thousands of customers throughout Europe within the Transport and Logistic 
industry. Below are some examples of customers within Transport & Logistics who use our solutions.

Local customers

About Smart TransportFind out more at addsecure.com 21

We offer 30+ different functional 
modules that will help you cut 
costs, enhance safety, and boost 
productivity.

Pick the modules that are relevant 
for your business and build a bespoke 
package tailored to your needs. 

Bespoke packages based on your requirements 

About AddSecure Smart Transport
At AddSecure, we see it as our mission to help
make the world safer & smarter.
We serve over 50,000 business customers and partners around Europe
with premium solutions for secure critical communications and data.

Through the power of connected vehicle technology, we help 
businesses digitally transform their fleets, with access to key 
operational data in real-time, enabling them to meet the 
increased demands from transport buyers, global
e-commerce and sustainability.

“The Verilocation system has enabled us to make significant fleet efficiency improvements 
based on the accurate data derived from the CANbus monitoring technology. The FMS league 
table and fuel analysis reports show us which drivers are consistently performing below the 
fleet average and have proven invaluable for driver training.” 

Owens Road Services
Ian Owen, Operations Director

Great Britain

Poland

Nordics

France

Germany

Netherlands

Our testimonials
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Interested in finding out more about the 
AddSecure Smart Transport Solution?
Contact us today on 0330 111 2636 or
find out more at addsecure.com

Smart Transport

“The AddSecure Trailer Tracking solution gives us instant visibility of where all our many assets 
are at any time. Prior to implementing the system, we knew we weren’t operating at optimum 
efficiency, with trailers sometimes stood for longer than necessary.”

Knowles, UK 
Simon Woodward, Operations Director
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